Tell to Win

What We Learned From San Bruno
Kathy Ruigomez looks through the rubble for a piece of the past.

What We Learned From San Bruno
Real Stories About Real People

- The Arnold Family
- The Braun Family
- The Bullis Family
- James Franco
- The Grieg Family
- The Morales Family
- The Ruigomez Family
- Elizabeth Torrez

What We Learned From San Bruno
What We Learned From San Bruno
The Gas Pipe Safety Foundation (GPSF) is a nonprofit national safety organization dedicated to preventing foreseeable injuries and death due to unsafe protocols and practices of utility companies by promoting the highest level of awareness among legislators and the public at-large regarding the inherent dangers in America's aging infrastructure, and to insure public safety through timely implementation of the final recommendations of the National Transportation Safety Board in response to the San Bruno gas pipe explosion.
Gas Pipe Safety Foundation

What We Learned From San Bruno

Rene Morales Executive Director
The love of a parent.

Rene & Jess

12/30/09

What We Learned From San Bruno
A price no one should have to pay.

What We Learned From San Bruno
Paying the Ultimate Sacrifice

What We Learned From San Bruno
Remembering Jessica

- 12/17/90 to 9/9/10

What We Learned From San Bruno
One Year Later, One Year Stronger, Never the Same